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ABSTRACT 
This thesis demonstrates how a general-purpose 
interactive computer graphics system can be implemented 
' through an ubiquitous alphanumeric display terminal as the 
standard human interface to the computer. 
This thesis also demonstrates how a high . 1·evel 
programming language - TURBO Pascal, can be used to 
implement a graphics system to achieve • maximum 
portability and device independency. 
The system provides users with capabilities to 
(a) draw points, lines, arcs and texts; 
software 
(b) perform several geometrical transformations; 
(c) interface with MS-DOS operating system. 
The system is implemented on IBM PC series and its 
compatible systems. Other than graphics display cards, no 
additional input or output devices are required. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Fast advances in computer hardware technologies have 
made interactive computer graphics feasible and practical 
without enormous processing storage and display resources. 
,oc._ 
This thesis demonstrates how a general-purpose 
interactive computer graphics system can be implemented 
through an ubiquitous alphanumeric display terminal as the 
standard human interface to the computer. 
This thesis also demonstrates how a high level 
programming language - TURBO ··:'Pascal, can be used to 
implement a graphics system to achieve • maximum software 
portability and device independency. 
The system provides users the capabilities to 
(a) draw points, lines, arcs and texts, 
(b) perform several geometrical transformations, 
(c) interface with MS-DOS operating system. 
The system is implemented on IBM PC series and its 
compatible systems. Other than graphics display cards, no 
additional input or output devices are required. 
1 
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Due to the proliferation of computer graphics packages 
in recent years, the emphasis of the design of the system 
has · been placed on robustness and simplicity with no 
restrictions on future expansion. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BASIC CONCEPTS 
2.1 Fundamentals of Interactive Computer Graphics 
The design of an computer graphics system involves the 
descriptions of user created objects and the representation 
of these objects in visual display. 
In the process of creating these objects, some 
interaction techniques must be developed to handle human-
computer communications. A programming model should be 
con-tructed so that the transformation of an abstract 
description of a two or three dimensional world into 
pictoral format can easily be implemented in a manageable 
way. 
The following briefly describes the various stages of 
the development of an interactive computer graphics system. 
(A) Define a Programming Model -
The designer should define a programming model of 
all possible objects that user could manipulate. 
The model should be a collection of data 
3 
representing these objects and relationships among 
them •.. 
(B) Transform objects into visual pictures -
With the programming model and data structure 
describing the objects, a program is developed to 
translate the model and · the data structure into 
geometrical terms. These geometrical terms are then 
described to the graphics system as output 
primitives such as points, lines etc .• 
(C) Interaction handling -
The graphics system presents the user' s drawing 
visualily view and communicates with user through 
some interactions. The data structure will be 
modified according to the user's wish and after the 
modification, the· images on the screen also need to 
be updated to reflect the changes. 
2.2 Graphics Animation 
2.2.1 World Coordinates 
There are two distinct entities in computer graphics, 
the objects and its view ( s) • The object itself is an 
4 
abstract relationship of some variables. The views are the 
. 
geometrical representation of these relationships generated 
by graphics systems. Each of these two entities has their 
own coordinates. The coordinate in which objects are defined 
by the user are called user-coodinates. The coordinate which 
represents the views of the objects are called world 
coordinates. In other words, the world coordinates 
(1) define user-created objects; 
(2) store them in programming model; 
(3) describe them to a graphics system for display. 
2.2.2 Graphics Primitives and Segmentations 
After objects have been described to theigraphics 
system, the graphics system loads them into output 
primitives and creates the images of these objects by 
mapping the world coordinates to the device dependent 
coordinates of the display.devices. 
Segments are logically related collections of these 
output primitives that can be modified as a whole. 
Segamentation is an important factor to be considered during 
the design phase of the system. The rules for segmentation 
vary from application to application. Since this thesis 
focuses on a general-purpose graphics package, each graphics 
5 
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primitive is its own segment. This allows the user the 
maximum flexibility in creating drawings. 
2.3 Geometrical Transformation 
This section describes three basic~ geometrical 
transformations, namely, translation, scaling and rotation. 
2.3.l Translation 
· Points in the xy-plane can be translated to new 
positions by adding an offset to the coodinates of a point. 
This is shown in the following formula. 
x• = x + Dx 
Y' = y + Dy 
where 
X • the X coordinate of the oringinal point • 
y • the y coordinate of the oringinal point • 
XI: the x coordinate of the translated point 
y': they coordinate of the translated point Dx: offset along I x axis 
Dy: offset along I y axis 
The above formula can be expressed in vector form as 
[x', Y'] = [x, y] + [Dx, Dy] 
6 
2.3.2 Scaling 
Points in the xy-plane can be scaled to a new position 
by multiplying the coordinates by a Scaling factor. This is 
shown in the following formula. 
··ii 
x' = x * sx 
Y' = y * Sy 
where 
X : the X coordinate of the oringinal point 
y : the y coordinate of the oringinal point 
XI: the X coordinate of the translated point 
Y': they coordinate of the translated point 
Sx: scale factor along x axis 
Sy: scale factor along y axis 
The above formula can be expressed in matrix form as 
1sx 01 
[x' Y'] = [x Y] * I I 
IO , Sy I 
2.3.3 Rotation 
Points in the xy-plane can be rotated through an angle 
' 
', ·, ·, . 
a about the origin. This is shown in the following formula . 
.. 
x• = x•cos(a) - y*sin(a) 
y' = x•sin(a) - y*cos(a) 
7 
as 
where 
X • the X coordinate of the oringinal point • 
y • they coordinate of the oririginal point • 
XI: the X coordinate of the translated point 
y': they coordinate of the translated point 
a • rotation angle • 
The above formula can be expressed in matrix form 
[XI ·y I] = [X 
lcos(a) 
YJ * I 
1-sin(a) 
sin(a) I 
J 
cos(a) I 
2.3.4 Homogeneous Coordinates and Matrix Representation of 
2D Transformations 
In order to facilitate the programming, three-element 
matrices must be used to homogenize the matrix 
representations of translations, scalings and rotations. As 
shown below. 
translation -
11 [x' Y' l] = [X y l] IO 
1Dx 
8 
0 
0 
1 
Dy 
01 
01 
11 
. , ... : 
scaling -
1sx o 01 [x' y• l] = [x y l] IO Sy OI 
10 0 11 
rotation -
lcos(a) sin(a) OI [x' y' l] = [x y l] f-sin(a) cos(a) OI 10 0 11 
9 
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CHAPTER 3 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
.. . 
This chapter describes the modular design of the system 
and the functional specification of each module. 
The system is a menu-driven system with three • main 
modules, namely, draw, group and file i/o. The hierarchy 
,, 
'\ 
chart of the system is illustrated in figure 3.0. The main 
program controls the flow of these three modules and also 
manages the overhead caused by the jump among these modules 
such as 
I 
(1) initialization/re-initialization 
(2) convert between text mode and graphics mode 
(3) bookkee~ing of the data structure 
+--------+ I Graphics I 
+--------+ 
I 
I I I +----+ +-----+ +--------+ +----+ 
IDRAWI IGROUPI IFILE I/01 IEXITI 
+----+ +-----+ +--------+ +----+ 
Figure 3.0 Hierarchy Chart for Graphics System 
10 
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3.1 Module Draw 
Module draw allows the user to draw points, lines, 
circles and texts. The hierarchy chart of this module is 
illustrated in figure 3.1. 
+----+ 
IDRAWI 
+----+ 
I I I I I I 
+-----+ +----+ +------+ +-------+ +------+ IPOINTI ILINEI ICIRCLEf fRESTARTI fRETURNI 
+----- +----+ +------+ +-------+ +------+ 
Figure 3.1 Hierarchy Chart for Module Draw 
3.1.1 Module Point 
Module Point allows the user to draw· points. The 
hierarchy chart of this module is illustrated in figure 
3.1.1. The system provides the user two ways to draw a point 
(1) Enter x, y coordinates of the point. 
(2) Enter an x, y offset of a point previously drawn. 
The system also allows the user to plot texts 
associated with points. 
11 
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+-----+ 
IPOINTI 
+-----+ 
------------'------------
' I I I +----+ +------+ +----+ +------+ 
I X/Y I IOFFSETI ITEXTI IRETURNI 
+----+ +------+ +----+ +------+ 
Figure 3.1.1 Hierarchy Chart for Module Point 
3.1.2 Module Line 
Module Line allow'S the user to draw lines. The 
hierarchy chart of this module is illustrated in figure 
3.1.2. The system provides the user two ways to draw a line 
(1) Enter x, y coordinates of initial and terminal 
point of the line. 
(2) Enter an x, y offset of a line previously 
drawn. 
The system also allows the user to plot texts 
associated with lines. 
12 
+----+ 
ILINEI 
+----+ 
---------'------------
' I I I . +----------+ +------+ +----+ +------+ ITWO POINTSI IOFFSETI ITEXTI IRETURNI 
+----------+ +------+ +----+ +------+ 
Figure 3.1.2 Hierarchy Chart for Module Line 
3.1.3 Module Circle 
Module Point the allows user to draw points. The 
hierarchy chart of this module is illustrated in figure 
3.1.3. The system provides the user two ways to draw a point 
(1) Enter the x, y coordinates of the center and 
the radius of the circle. 
(2) Enter the x, y coordinates of the center of 
the circle and coordinates of a point on the 
circle. 
The system also allows user to plot texts associated 
with circles. 
13 
+------+ 
ICIRCLEI 
+------+ 
-------'--------
' . I I I +-------------+ +----------+ +----+ +------+ I CENTER/RADIUS I ITWO POINTSI ITEXTI IRETURNI ,, 
+-------------+ +----------+ +----+ +------+ 
Figure 3.1.3 Hierar6hy Chart for Module Circle 
3.2 Module Group 
Module Group allows the user to perform translation, 
scaling and rotation. The hierarchy chart of this module is 
illustrated in figure 3. 2. The following further describes 
these operations in detail. 
Translation -
The system translates all segments according to the 
offsets along the x and y axes entered by the user. 
It also provides the user with the capabilities to 
(1) repeat the previous translation 
(2) "undo" the previous translation 
Scaling -
The system scales all segments according to the 
scaling tactors along the x and y axes entered by 
14 
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' the user. It also provides zoom in and zoom out 
features based on the current scaling factors. 
Rotation -
The system rotates all segments about the 
origin(i.e. (O.O, o.o)) according to the rotation 
angle entered by the user. It also provides the 
user with the capabilities to 
(1) repeat the previous rotation 
(2) "undo'' the rotation 
. 
+-----+ 
I GROUP I 
+-----+ 
I I I +-----------+ +-------+ +--------+ I TRANSLATION I I SCALING I I ROTATION I 
+-----------+ +-------+ +--------+ 
Figure 3.2 · Hierarchy Chart for Module Group 
3.3 Module File I/0 
! 
I 
+------+ 
IRETURNI 
+------+ 
Module File I/0 allows user to interface with MS-DOS 
operating system to perform the following file i/o 
15 
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operation. 
(1) read a previously drawn graphics· file into the 
graphics system. 
' (2) save a graphics file to specified disk drive. 
(3) create a plot file in HPGL ascii format and save 
the plot file to an specified disk drive. 
+--------+ 
IFILE I/01 
+--------+ 
------------'-----------
' I I I +----+ +----+ +----+ +------+ 
ICALLI 
+----+ 
ISAVEI 
+----+ 
IPLOTI 
+----+ 
IRETURNI 
+------+ 
Figure 3.3 Hierarchy Chart for Module File I/0 
16 
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CHAPTER 4 
PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter describes the detailed implementation of 
the program. The program consists of the following four 
major modules 
(1) Declaration 
(2) Library and Utilities 
(3) Graphics Drivers 
(4) Graphics Source Codes 
The advantages of this structure are 
(1) ease in developing and maintaining the program. 
(2) it resolves the 64K limitation imposed by 
TURBO Pascal. 
(3) maximize the portability of the entire system. 
System can be in either of· two modes during its 
execution, namely, the tex·t mode and the graphics mode. When 
the main menu is invoked or when the user selects plot text 
in the drawing menu, the system is in its text mode. The 
window size for text is 80 units along the x axis and 26 
units along they axis. When the user creates a drawing, the 
system is in its graphics mode. The IBM or ZENITH graphics 
card offers a high resolution graphics mode of 640 pixels 
. 17 
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along the x axis and 220 along they axis. Of the 220 pixels 
along they axis, 36 of them are reserved for menu usage. 
The world coordinates of the system satisfy o ·<= x <= 639 
and o <= y <= 183. Whenever the system jumps between text 
and graphics mode, a translation procedure is called to map 
"the text and graphics coordinates into the world 
coordinates. 
It should be noticed that the world coordinates of the 
system are equivalent to the device coodinates. This 
simplifies the translation process for graphics animation. 
3.1 Declaration 
This module consists of the definitions of global 
constants and data structures for the system. 
The global constants include 
(1) maximum number of graphics segments 
(2) command line text string 
(3) size of text/graphics window 
(4) function key. definitions 
Each graphics primitive( such as- line, circle etc.) is 
defined as an array of records. A variant record 
consisting of all the graphics primitives is also defined 
for file i/o operations. Some of the data structures are 
18 
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• 
shown below. 
Type Is Text - Record 
-
VAR 
C X,C Y • Real; • 
- -Text Str • Text String; • 
- -End; 
Is Line - Record 
-
- Start X, Start Y, End X, End Y • Real; • 
- - - -End; 
Is Point - Record 
- Coor X, Coor Y • Real; • 
- -End; 
Is Circle= Record 
- Center X, Center Y, Radius: Real; 
- -
P ' ' t ' T End ; ( A L ' ' t ' 1 . t f ) r1m1 1ve_ ype = _ 1ne, A_Poin, A_Circ e,: A_Tex ; 
Graphics= Record 
POINT : Array 
LINE : Array 
CIRCLE: Array 
CASE 
END; 
Primitive: Primitive Type OF 
A Line : (LINES- : Is Line); 
A-Point ': (POINTS : Is-Point); 
A-Circle: (CIRCLES: Is-Circle); 
- -A Text : (TEXTS : Is Text ); 
- -
[l •• Point Max] Of Is Point; 
[l •• Line Max] Of Is-Line; 
[l •. Circie Max] Of Is-Circle; 
- -TEXT : Array [l .• Texti Max] Of Is Text; 
File Of Graphics: FILE-OF Graphics;-
Graphic-: Graphics; 
3.2 Library and Utilities 
This module consists of library routines and general 
utilities for the graphics system. Most of the procedures in . 
this module fall into the following three categories: 
19 
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(1) high level i/o operations -
A section of program of procedure FRead I I is given 
below to demonstrate how the system reads the 
graphic·s file and loads the data into the data 
structure. 
Procedure FRead { MsgFlag: Boolean); 
I Begin 
Assign( File Of Graphips, DosFile ); 
- -{$I-} 
Reset ( File Of Graphics); 
Number Of Line:= O; 
Number-Of-Point:= O; 
Number-Of-Circle:= O; 
- -Number Of Text:= O; 
- -If IOResult = o Then 
Begin 
WHILE NOT Eof( File Of Graphics) Do Begin 
- -
Read( File Of Graphics, Graphic); WITH Graphic DO 
CASE Primitive OF 
A Line: 
Begin 
Number Of Line:= Number Of Line+ l; LINE[Number Of Line] := LINES; 
- -End; 
A Point: 
- I. Begin 
Number Of Point:= Number Of Point+ l; POINT[Number Of Line] := POINTS; 
- -End; 
A Circle: 
Begin 
Number Of Circle:= Number Of Circle+ l; CIRCLE[Number Of Line] := CIRCLES; 
- -End; 
A Text: 
Begin 
Number Of Text:= Number Of Text+ l; TEXT(Number_Of_Line] := TEXTS; 
End; 
End; 
< 20 
End; 
Clos~( File Of Graphics); 
- -End 
ELSE 
;Begin 
Write Command Line('Can NOT Open File' ); 
Write( Bell); 
Delay(lOOO); 
End; 
End; { FRead} 
(2) error handling -
Almost all of th·e i/o handling in the system is 
done through a call ,. to a TURBO Pascal function 
IOresult. As can be seen in Procedure FRead above, 
the I compiler directive(i.e. {$I}) is used to 
control run time i/o error. The default is active, 
i.e. {$I+} which causes calls to an i/o checking 
routine after each i/o operation. I/o errors then 
cause the program to terminate and an error 
message is displayed. In Procedure FRead, i/o 
checking is passive, i.e. {$I-} no run time checks 
are performed. An i/o error thus does not cause 
the program to stop, but suspends any further i/o 
until the standard system function IOresult is 
called. When this is done, the error condition will 
be reset and i;o may be performed again. So the 
procedure checks to see if the i/o operation was 
successful before it continues. Another type . of 
21 
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error handling is to detect the input error by the 
user. The following two functions are perfect 
.... :"!) 
examples· of how this type of error is handled. 
Function Fn Key ( VAR Ch: Char) : Boolean; 
-
{ Test if a function had been pressed on the key board. 
Because every function key is actually two characters. 
One Comes after a ESC char. } 
BEGIN {$I-} 
Fn Key:= False; 
-Read ( Kbd, Ch) ; 
IF (Ch= #27) AND 
Begin 
{ test the first char. } 
KeyPressed THEN {Anymore Char?} 
Fn Key:= True; 
-Read ( Kbd, Ch) ; 
End 
End; { Fn Key} 
-
Function Legal_Selection_Entered 
( VAR Ch: Char; Num: Integer) : Boolean; 
VAR Key Set: Set OF Char; 
-I : Integer; 
• Begin 
Legal Selection Entered:= False; 
- -If Fn Key(Ch) Then 
Begin 
Key_Set := []; 
For I:= 1 To~~ Do 
Key Set:= Key Set+ [Fune Key[IJJ; 
If (Chin Key Set) Then -
Legal Selection Entered:= True; 
- -End 
End; { Legal Selection Entered} 
- -
The program which calls the function 
Legal Selection Entered will loop forever until a 
- -
legal function key is entered by the users. 
22 
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(3) general utilities -
The cursor movement of the system is done by a 
TURBO Pascal standard procedure GoToXY(Xpos,Ypos). 
GoToXY moves the cursor to the position on the 
screen specified by the integer expression Xpos ( 
along the x axis) and Ypos ( along the y axis) • 
Other cursor movements, and some utilities such as 
matrix operations are also part of this module. 
3.3 Graphics,Drivers 
I 
' 
This module consists of graphics driver routines for 
the graphics system. Most of the procedures in this module 
fall into the following four categories: 
(1) window management 
The window management is done through TURBO Pascal 
routines Window and GraphWindow. The Window 
procedure defines any area on the screen as active 
window for text mode: 
Procedure Window(xl, yl, x2, y2 ); 
xl and yl are the absolute coordinates of the upper 
left corner of the window, x2, y2 are the absolute 
coordinates of the lower right cornor. The window 
for the entire screen • 1S (l, l, 80, 25). The 
GraphWindow procedure defines an area of the 
23 
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screen as the active window in graphics. mode: 
Procedure GraphWindow(xl, yl, x2, y2 ); 
xl and yl are the absolute coordinates of the upper 
left cornor of the window, x2, y2 are the absolute 
coordinates of the lower right corner. The graphics 
window for the entire screen is (0,0,639,199) 
high resolution graphics mode. 
(2) coodinate translations 
(3) graphics animation 
I in 
TURBO Pascal provide two procedures for graphics 
animation. 
Plot( x,y,color ); 
Draw( xl, yl, x2, y2, color); 
Procedure Plot plots a point at the screen 
coordinates specified by x and y in the color 
specified by color. Procedure Draw draws a line 
between the screen coordinates specified by (xl,yl) 
and ( x2 , y2 ) in the color specified by color. 
Procedure Plot and Draw are the ''true•• graphics 
drivers for the system. 
There are three main procedures in this module 
which are considered as "pseudo" graphics drivers-
Draw P, Draw L and Draw c. They are called to 
- - -
generate points, lines·- and circles images on the 
24 
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screen. These three procedures translate 
coordinates and do the necessary bookkeepings of 
• I I' t 
data structures before they call on procedure 
Plot/Draw to generate the images. Procedure Draw c 
-
also calculates all the points on the circle , 
before calling on procedure Draw. Parts of these 
three procedures are shown below. 
Procedure Draw L(Xl, Yl, X2, Y2 : Real); 
-
VAR Il, Jl, I2, J2 : Integer; 
• Begin 
• 
• 
• 
Translate·coordinate(Xl, Yl, Il, Jl); 
Translate-Coordinate(X2, Y2, I2, J2); 
Draw(Il, Jl, I2, J2, LineColor); 
Number Of Line:= Number Of Line+l; 
With LINE[Number Of Line] Do 
Begin - -
End; 
Start X := Xl; 
-Start Y := Yl; 
-End X 
-End Y 
-End; 
:= X2; 
:= Y2; 
25 
Procedure Draw P(X, Y: Real); 
-
VAR I, J: Integer; 
• Begin 
• 
• 
• 
Translate Coordinate(X, Y, I, J); 
Plot( I, J, LineColor); 
Number Of Point:= Number Of Point+ 1; 
With POINT[Number Of Point] Do 
Begin - -
Coor X := X; 
-Coor Y := Y; 
-End; 
End; 
Procedure Draw_C(XCoor,YCoor,Rad: Real); 
VAR XBegin,YBegin,XEnd,YEnd: Real; 
I, Xl, Yl, X2, Y2 : Integer; 
Begin 
XBegin := XCoor +Rad* COS(O); 
YBegin := YCoor +Rad* SIN(O); 
For I:= 1 TO 180 Do 
Begin 
XEnd := XCoor +Rad* C0S(I*2*PI/l80); 
YEnd := YCoor +Rad* SIN(I*2*PI/180); 
Translate_Coordinate(XBegin, YBegin, Xl, Yl); 
Translate Coordinate(XEnd, YEnd, X2, Y2); 
Draw(Xl, Yl, X2, Y2, LineColor); 
XBegin := XEnd; 
YBegin := YEnd; 
'End; . 
Number Of Circle:= Number Of Circle+ l; 
With CIRCLE[Number Of Circle]-Do 
Begin - -
End; )" 
Center X := Xcoor; 
-Center Y := YCoor; 
Radius - : = Rad; 
End; 
26 
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(4) text handling 
Text handling is done through a call to Text Window 
-
to change the window size to text window. Necessary 
calculations of coordinate translation are then 
done before the text string is displayed on the 
screen. Procedure Process Text demonstrates how the 
texts are handled~ 
Procedure Process_Text (X ,Y: Real;_ Txtstr: Text_string ); 
VAR XLoc, YLoc: Integer; 
• Begin 
Text Window; 
Translate Coordinate(X, Y, XLoc, YLoc); 
-XLoc := (XLoc + 4) DIV 8 + 2; 
YLoc := (YLoc + 4) DIV 8 + l; 
Write String ( XLoc, YLoc, Txtstr ); 
-
• 
• 
• 
Graphics Window; 
-
End; 
3.4 Graphics Source Codes 
This module contains procedures which control the flow 
of the entire system. The implementation of this module 
exactly follows the hierarchy described in the modular 
design of chapter three. Procedure Create_Drawing which 
27 
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handles the flow of module Draw is listed as a prototypical 
example of how the menu processing is done in the system. 
\ Procedure Create Drawing; 
-
VAR Done: Boolean; 
Begin 
• 
• 
• 
Done:= False; 
Repeat 
Write Command _Line(Drawing Command); 
If Legal_Selection_Entered(User_Response,5) Then 
Begin 
CASE User Response OF 
#59: Braw Point; 
#60: Draw-Line; 
#61: Draw-Circle; 
#62: Restart; 
#63 : Done:= True; 
End {Case} 
End; 
Until Done; 
End; 
28 
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APPENDIX A Documentation 
This appendix gives a brief description of all the 
programs of the system. 
(1) Library and Utilities 
Procedure ReadYN ( VAR Ch: Char) ; 
Read the yes or no response required by the program. Ch 
is returned until a valid response is entered. 
Procedure Write_String ( x,y: Integer; str: stringso) ; 
This procedure positions the cursor at coord-inate (x,y) 
and write the parameter str. 
Procedure Write Command Line(str: stringSO); 
- -
'\ 
~ position the cursor at command line and write the "--. 
·',·command line string. 
Function Fn Key ( VAR Ch:. Char) : Boolean; 
-
Test if a function had been pressed on the key board. 
Because every function key is actually two characters. 
One comes after a ESC char. 
Function Legal Selection Entered ( VAR Ch: Char; Num : 
- -Integer) : Boolean; 
Test if a legal function key is entered by the user 
Procedure Read_Real_Value(VAR x: Real); 
read the response entered by the user until a real 
value, is entered 
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Procedure Read_Integer_Value(VAR I : . Integer); 
read the response entered by the user until an integer value is entered 
Procedure Draw Frame ( UpperLX, UpperLY, LowerRX, LowerRY : -Integer ) ; 
-This procedure draws a box on the screen according to the four coordinates passed in. 
Procedure Greetings; 
This procedure display friendly welcoming message when the system is first invoked 
Procedure Main Menu Help; 
-
-
This Procedure displays help information to the main menu selection 
Procedure FWrite; 
write the current data structure to a given MS-DOS file 
Procedure FRead ( MsgFlag: Boolean); 
read a given MS-DOS file and load data into a data structure 
Procedure Product (VAR X, Y: Real; Matrix: 
perform matrix product operation 
(2) Graphics Drivers 
procedure Graphics Window -
-
Mtx 3X3) ; 
-
convert the window to graphics mode window size 
procedure Text Window -
-
convert the window to text mode window size 30 
procedure TransXY -
perform matrix operati,on for graphics translation 
I 
procedure ScaleXY -
' 
perform matrix operation for graphics scaling 
procedure RotateXY -
perform matrix operation for graphics rotation 
procedure Translate_Coordinate -
translate the world coordinates to display device 
coordinates 
procedure Process_Text -
'" 
convert the w·indow to text mode window and plot text 
in a given position 
procedure Show Point ID -
- -
display point identifications for all points 
procedure Show Line ID -
- -
display line identifications for all lines 
procedure Draw L -
-
draw a line given begin and end points of the line 
procedure Draw P -
-
draw a point at a given position 
procedure Draw c -
-
draw a circle given center points and radius of the 
circle 
procedure Show All -
-
display all segments in the graphics system 
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procedure Erase_Screen -
erase all segments in the graphics system 
procedure Draw_circlel -
get user input center and radius and draw a circle based on the given.data 
procedure Draw_Circle2 -
get user input center and a point on circle and draw 
a circle based on the given data 
procedure Draw_Linel -
get user input initial and terminal points and draw 
a line based on the given data 
procedure Draw_Line2 -
get user selected line and draw a line based on the 
offsets given by the user 
procedure Draw_Pointl -
get user input x/y coordinates and draw a point based on the given data 
procedure Draw Point2 -
-
get user selected point and draw a point based on the 
offsets given by the user 
procedure Draw Text -
-
get user input x/y coordinates and text string and draw text based on the given data 
(3) Graphics Source Codes 
procedure~ Initialize -
initialize all global variables 
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·procedure Draw_Point -
control the flow of point menu 
procedure Draw_Line -
control the flow of line menu 
procedure Draw_Circle -
control the flow of circle menu 
procedure Translate -
. get user input translation x/y value and p~rform 
translation based on the-given data 
procedure Scale -
get user input scaling x/y value and perfonn scaling based on the given data 
procedure rotate -
get user input rotation angle and perform rotation based on the given data 
procedure Restart -
restart the drawing session 
procedure DosHunt -
control the flow of file·i/o menu 
procedure Draw -
control the flow of draw menu 
procedure Group -
control the flow of group menu 
procedure Main Menu -
-
display main menu 
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procedure Enter Graphics -
-
., 
enter graphics mode 
procedure Exit_Graphics -
exit graphics mode 
Main Program -
control the flow of the system 
u• 
A copy of the program has been left with Professor 
Samual L. Gulden Department of c.s.E.E. Lehigh University . 
l . 
'! 
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